
 

 

Virtual Global Classroom / COIL Design Framework: 

“Design and Emerging Technologies” 
 

Hochschule München, SUNY Canton 
Departments: Engineering and Management (HM), Graphic and Multimedia Design (Canton) 

Short Course 
Description 

At both SUNY and HM, three lectures are linked in three consecutive semesters. 
The aim is to strengthen interdisciplinary transfer thinking and intercultural 
exchange. The necessary close exchange between student teams from HM & 
SUNY will primarily take place in online workshops. The students should learn 
and experience how to transfer their concepts and ideas smoothly or with little 
friction.  The interface between development and production on the one hand, 
but also between marketing and production on the other hand is critical in 
many companies, especially if the teams concerned are located in different 
countries. At the same time, time for the transfer is limited, which is expressed 
in the limited overlapping phase of the courses. Thus, the students get to know 
operational situations and framework conditions in a realistic way. 

Main purpose Intercultural experience / Topic related case work or research task / Meta-competence 
- Intercultural experience 
- Topic related case work or research task 
- Meta-competence (e.g. virtual collaboration, project management) 

Curriculum allocation 

Module (in which 
project is embedded) 

HM: 3D printing & design   
Canton: Multimedia Product Design 

Teaching period HM: Spring semester (March-Jul) Canton: Fall term (Aug-Dec) 

Student 
population 

Undergraduates 
Y3 & Y4 

Graduates 
 

Post-graduates  Other? 

Student 
admission 

Voluntary Mandatory By application Other? 

Curriculum 
match  

Required YES/NO 
NO 

YES, same area / No, interdisciplinary  
No, the focus lies on connecting different competencies 

Grading / 
Recognition 

Separate or joint grading / Credits for?  
Separate 

Certificate YES/NO 
NO 

ECTS / US credit   

Student collaboration  

Main forms of 
interaction 

Synchronous:  
main event(s) LIVE. (please incl. dates and times), e.g. 
lecture, group work, result presentations 
 
main event(s) LIVE. (Sept. 2021, tbd.), 
e.g. lecture, group work, result 
presentations 

Asynchronous:  
Selected touch points such as kick-off, coaching, 
feedback 
 
Primarily asynchronous workshops 



 

 

Project schedule Planning period 
01/21 – 03/21 

Start / Kick Off 
03/21 

End 
12/21 

Total duration  
30 WEEKS 

Pre-requisites None / Content of specific course / Specialization or major in FIELD / Other? e.g. work experience 
 

Deliverables e.g.: Attendance in live sessions, reflection paper, project report, presentation etc. 
project report 

Team set-up Total number of students: 20+20 
 

Local teams of X students / 
Mixed teams of Y students 
Local teams of 20 students 
Mixed teams of 10 students 

Student task Please define the specific task students will have to complete, i.e. specific case study/task description: 
 
In the first lecture "3D-printing & -design" @ HM the focus is on development & 
conception: The students create their own product e.g., for a new board game. 
Besides the game idea, they design the game pieces etc. using CAD, the basics of 
which they learn in the course. Finally, they make samples using 3D printing. This 
product idea is transferred to SUNY. In the "Project Management" lecture that 
follows there, they take it up and design a product development concept or 
production concept. Finally, these results are transferred back to HM students. 
In the course "Strategic Business Simulation", the market for this new product is 
analyzed, a marketing concept is designed and consideration is given to how this 
new product can be placed in the market.      

Platforms & 
Software used 

Zoom, moodle, CAD-software 

Practice 
partner(s) 

None / Business / Public Institution / NPO/NGO 
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